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Continuous Cursive Handwriting Practice
Practise your weekly spelling words using continuous cursive handwriting.

all

ball

call

walk

talk

always

small

wall

fall

altogether



a s f w a a w a l l

o b r a c l u l v i

c a l l v w i t b t

l l q k b a o o n r

p l a e r y l g e y

i e l o f s r e w u

t a l k a a t t r b

r l k u l k q h u d

s m a l l l k e i f

a x v b n m t r e r

Spelling the Sound /or/ 
With ‘a’ Before l and ll. 

all
ball
call
walk
talk

always
small
wall
fall 

altogether



Fortune Teller

Instructions

This week we are looking at the sound /or/ spelt ‘a’ before l or ll

With pictures face down, fold 
on both diagonal lines. Unfold.

Once again, fold all corners to 
the centre.

Fold all four corners to 
the centre.

Fold paper in half and unfold.

Turn paper over. Fold in half from top to 
bottom. Do not unfold.

Slide thumbs and forefingers under the squares. Try spelling a word from this 
week’s list that matches the clue or challenge as you move the fortune teller 

back and forth. Open the flap in the middle to check your idea.
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talk

Try spelling all 
of this week’s 

spellings.

Which of your spellings are not on the fortune teller? Can you write them in a sentence here?

Challenge Task

Fortune Teller
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Little Red Riding Hood
Once upon a time, there was a girl called Little Red 
Riding Hood. She lived with her mother in a village near 
a forest. One day, Little Red Riding Hood went to visit her 
grandmother. She took a basket of food with 
her. Her mother warned her before she left, 
“Remember not to talk to any strangers.”

On her way, Little Red Riding Hood met a 
wolf. “Hello,” said the wolf. “Where are you 
going?”

“I’m going to visit my grandmother who 
lives in the forest,” explained Little Red 
Riding Hood. She continued on her way. The wolf ran to her 
grandmother’s house. He went inside and locked Granny in the 
wardrobe! He put on her nightgown and got into her bed.

A little later, Little Red Riding Hood arrived at 
Granny’s house. She knocked on the door, then 
went inside. Little Red Riding Hood went over to 
her grandmother’s bed. 

“Oh Granny, what big ears you have,” she said.

“All the better to hear you with,” answered the 
wolf.

“Oh Granny, what big eyes you have,” said Little 
Red Riding Hood.

“All the better to see you with,” replied the wolf.

“Oh Granny, what big teeth you have,” gasped Little Red Riding 
Hood.

“All the better to eat you with!” replied the wolf.
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Little Red Riding Hood
“Help!” shouted Little Red Riding Hood, as she realised that it 
was in fact a wolf in her grandmother’s bed. She ran out of the 
house.

A woodcutter was nearby. He heard Little Red Riding Hood scream 
and ran to the house. The woodcutter hit the wolf over the head 
and let Granny out of the wardrobe. The wolf ran away and 
Little Red Riding Hood never saw him again.
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Questions
1. What did Little Red Riding Hood take to her grandmother’s house? 

                                                                                                                                 

2. Who asked where Little Red Riding Hood was going? Tick one. 

   her mother
   the woodcutter
   the wolf

3. Find and copy two words that have been used instead of ‘said’. 
 

 

4. Number the events from 1-4 to show the order in which they happen in 
the story. The first one has been done for you. 
 

  The wolf locked Granny in the wardrobe.

1   Little Red Riding Hood’s mother warned her about strangers.
 Little Red Riding Hood told the wolf she was going to her  

     grandmother’s house.
  A woodcutter heard Little Red Riding Hood scream.

5. What did the wolf do to make himself look like Granny? 
                                                                                                                                 

What do you think was the moral (message) of the story? 
                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                 

Little Red Riding Hood
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The Three Little Pigs
Once upon a time, there lived Three Little Pigs. One day, they 
went to build houses of their own. The first little pig built his 
house with straw. The second little pig built his house with sticks 
and the third little pig built his house with bricks because he 
thought that it would make his house strong.

The next day, the Big Bad Wolf went to the house of straw. “Little 
pig, little pig, let me come in,” he snarled.

“Not by the hair on my chinny, chin, chin, I will not let you in!” 
cried the first little pig.

“Then I’ll huff and I’ll puff and I’ll blow your house down!” 
growled the Big Bad Wolf. So he huffed and he puffed and he 
blew the house down! The first little pig ran to the house made 
of sticks.

The Big Bad Wolf followed the little pig to the house made of 
sticks. “Little pig, little pig, let me come in,” he snarled.

“Not by the hair on my chinny, chin, chin, I will not let you in!” 
cried the second little pig.

“Then I’ll huff and I’ll puff and I’ll blow your house down!” 
growled the Big Bad Wolf. So he huffed and he 
puffed and he blew the house down! The two 
little pigs ran to the house made of bricks.

The Big Bad Wolf followed the little pigs to 
the house made of bricks. “Little pig, little 
pig, let me come in,” he snarled.

“Not by the hair on my chinny, chin, chin, I will 
not let you in!” cried the third little pig.

“Then I’ll huff and I’ll puff and I’ll blow your 
house down!” growled the Big Bad Wolf. He 

Traditional Tales...
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huffed and he puffed, but he could not blow it down! So he climbed 
down the chimney. But the third little pig had been cooking a 
big pot of stew and… SPLASH! The wolf fell right into the pot! He 
jumped out of the pot and ran out of the house. He never came 
back again. 

The Three Little Pigs lived happily ever after in the house made 
of bricks.

The end.
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1.	 What materials did the first and second pig build their houses out of? Tick 
one. 

   sticks and bricks
   straw and bricks
   straw and sticks

2.	 What does the Big Bad Wolf always say when he comes to a house? 

3.	 Draw lines to match these sentences. 

So he huffed and he 
puffed

let me come in,” he 
snarled.

The Big Bad Wolf 
followed the little pig

and he blew the 
house down!

“Little pig, little pig, to the house made of 
sticks.

4.	 Circle true or false to show whether these sentences are correct. 

The first little pig built a house made of sticks True / False
The Big Bad Wolf could not blow down the house built 
of bricks.

True / False

The Big Bad Wolf fell in a big pot of stew. True / False

5.	 What else do you think the Big Bad Wolf could have tried to get in 
to the house made of bricks?

Questions
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Improving Your Reading with Inference Iggy:  
The Journey Home

visit twinkl.com

“Oh, how red your nose is!” cried little Mabel Blake one day, as her younger 
brother Hal came running out of the school yard where he had been playing 
with some other boys. Mabel had picked him up from school, just as she had 
promised.

“Your nose is red, too, Mab!” Harry said. “It's as red as some of the crabs we 
boiled at our seashore cottage this summer.”

“Is my nose red?” Mabel asked some of her friends. 

“It is!” replied Jennie Bruce. “All our noses are red!” she went on. “It's the cold that makes them 
red. I can tell that it will be a winter with lots of snow and ice!”

“Come on, Hal!” called Mab. “Let's hurry home before it gets any colder!”

“Let's run!” suggested Hal. “When you run you get warm and you don't 
mind the cold.”

“What makes us get warm when we run?” his sister asked, as she took 
hold of his hand and raced along beside him.

“I don't know,” Hal answered. “We'll ask Daddy when we get home. He 
can tell us everything.”

  2. Give two facts from the text which imply that Mabel is older than Hal.  

1.  

2.  

1.  The children’s noses were red because… Tick one. 

   they had been using face paint 

   they had make up on. 

   the weather was cold. 

   they were bleeding.



 3. Why does Jennie Bruce think that the winter will have lots of snow and ice?        

 

 

  

   4.   Put ticks in the table to show which sentences are true and which are false. 
  One has

 
been done for you.

The text implies that… True False

Hal had friends at school. ✓

Jennie Bruce was a friend of Hal’s.

They ran home because they wanted to have a race.

Mabel tried to look after Hal.

Mabel and Hal lived with their father.

visit twinkl.com
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Improving Your Reading with Inference Iggy:  
Uncle Toby’s House
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On and on they rode in the car until, after a while, they reached the small 
city of Pocono. A little later, they pulled up in front of Uncle Toby's house. 
It was a rambling, old mansion that once had looked very nice but now it 
was rather shabby and needed painting.

“Here is where Uncle Toby lives,” said Daddy Martin. “Do you children remember 
it?”

“A little,” admitted Ted. Neither he nor Janet had been there in years and Tommy had never 
visited Uncle Toby.

“I wonder if he's at home,” went on Daddy Martin, as he got out of the car.

“There's someone on the porch,” said Mrs Martin. “Oh, it's Mrs Watson, the housekeeper,” she 
added. “But something seems to be the matter! I wonder what can have happened?”

As Mother Martin spoke, a strange, old lady came down off the broken porch and along the 
walk, hurrying out to meet the family at the front gate.

“Wait! Don't go in! Don't go in!” cried the strange, old lady, holding up her hand like a traffic 
policeman stopping a fast car. “Don't go in! They're having a terrible time!” As she spoke, odd 
sounds came out of the grim old house where Uncle Toby lived… very odd sounds.

1.  Why was the strange, old lady holding up her hand?   Tick one. 
   to wave hello to the family 
   to stop them from going further 
   to give someone a high five 
   to show how tall someone was

 2. Give two facts from the text which imply that Uncle Toby’s house was run down. 
 
1.  

        2.  



 3. What do you think might have been happening inside Uncle Toby’s house?  

  

  

  

   4.   Put ticks in the table to show which sentences are true and which are false. 
  One has

 
been done for you.

The text implies that… True False

Uncle Toby’s house had looked nicer in the past. ✓

It had been a long journey to Uncle Toby’s house.

The family had arrived at the city of Pocono quickly.

Ted and Janet didn’t remember Uncle Toby’s house clearly.

Something unusual was going on at Uncle Toby’s house.
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Plural or Possessive Apostrophe Game
Children play in pairs and will need a dice. Each player takes turns to pick up a sentence card and read it 
aloud. If the player correctly determines whether the word in bold needs an apostrophe or not, they roll the 
dice and move that number of spaces.  There is an answer sheet for self- or peer-assessing of the answers.

To challenge pupils further, ask players to correctly identify where the apostrophe must go in order to roll 
the dice and move. This requires them to consider if the word is a possessive noun or a plural noun. Answers 
are given on the answer sheet. The other player should check whether the answer is correct.

It is also possible to play a Matching Pairs game with the cards as each card has a corresponding partner.  
See table below :

Matching Pairs Answers

1 and 12

2 and 23

3 and 28

4 and 26

5 and 27

6 and 22

7 and 29

8 and 24

9 and 16

10 and 15

11 and 25

13 and 21

14 and 19

17 and 20

18 and 30
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Plural or Possessive Apostrophe Game

Start Finish

Miss  
a go!

Miss  
a go!

Move  
forward  

two 
spaces.

Move  
forward  

two 
spaces.

Move  
backwards 

two 
spaces.

Move  
backwards  

one
space.
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Plural or Possessive 
Apostrophe Game 

Answers

Plural or Possessive 
Apostrophe Game 

Answers

1. Yes possessive William’s
2. Yes plural possessive clothes’
3. No plural magicians
4. Yes possessive Lily’s
5. No plural pairs
6. No plural mothers
7. Yes possessive coat’s
8. No plural kittens
9. No plural buttons

10. No plural chairs
11. Yes plural possessive puppies’
12. No plural Williams
13. Yes plural possessive Parents’
14. Yes plural possessive bees’
15. Yes possessive chair’s
16. Yes possessive button’s
17. Yes possessive lion’s
18. No plural doors
19. No plural bees
20. No plural lions
21. No plural parents
22. Yes possessive mother’s
23. No plural clothes
24. Yes plural possessive kittens’
25. No plural puppies
26. No plural lilies
27. Yes plural possessive pairs’
28. Yes possessive magician’s
29. No plural coats
30. Yes possessive door’s

1. Yes possessive William’s
2. Yes plural possessive clothes’
3. No plural magicians
4. Yes possessive Lily’s
5. No plural pairs
6. No plural mothers
7. Yes possessive coat’s
8. No plural kittens
9. No plural buttons

10. No plural chairs
11. Yes plural possessive puppies’
12. No plural Williams
13. Yes plural possessive Parents’
14. Yes plural possessive bees’
15. Yes possessive chair’s
16. Yes possessive button’s
17. Yes possessive lion’s
18. No plural doors
19. No plural bees
20. No plural lions
21. No plural parents
22. Yes possessive mother’s
23. No plural clothes
24. Yes plural possessive kittens’
25. No plural puppies
26. No plural lilies
27. Yes plural possessive pairs’
28. Yes possessive magician’s
29. No plural coats
30. Yes possessive door’s
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Make Equal Groups – Sharing Make Equal Groups – Sharing

5a. Share the marbles into equal groups. 

Complete the stem sentence.

5b. Share the cones into equal groups. 

Complete the stem sentence.

6a. True or false? 20 can be shared 

equally between 5 groups.

6b. True or false? 18 can be shared 

equally between 4 groups.

7a. Use the pictures to complete the 

number sentence.

7b. Use the pictures to complete the 

number sentence.

8a. Solve the calculation below. 8b. Solve the calculation below.

E

E

E

E

VF VF

VF VF

VF VF

VF VF

E

E

E

E
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Make Equal Groups – Sharing Make Equal Groups – Sharing 

4a. Emilio has 30 trading cards. When he 

shares them equally into piles, there are 

none left over.

How many piles can he share the cards 

into so that every pile has the same 

amount?

Find 3 different amounts of piles.

4b. Miss. Blythe has 24 chairs. When she 

stacks them equally, there are none left 

over.

How many towers can she stack the 

chairs into so that every tower has the 

same amount?

Find 3 different amounts of towers.

5a. Tania shares her flowers between 4 

vases. Each vase has 5 flowers.

How many flowers does Tania have 

altogether?

Tania gives away 2 flowers and 2 vases.

Can Tania re-share the flowers equally 

between the remaining vases?

5b. Albie shares his cupcakes onto 3 

plates. Each plate has 5 cupcakes.

How many cupcakes does Albie have 

altogether?

Albie eats 2 cupcakes and drops a plate. 

Can Albie re-share the cupcakes equally 

between the remaining plates?

6a. Which of these numbers can create 6 

equal groups?

Explain your choices.

6b. Which of these numbers can create 4 

equal groups?

Explain your choices.

PS PS

PS PS

R R

E E

E E

E E
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Reasoning and Problem Solving – Make Equal Groups – Sharing – Year 2 Expected
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Make Equal Groups – Grouping Make Equal Groups – Grouping

5a. Sort 18 cubes into equal groups of 9. 

How many groups are there?

5b. Sort 30 cubes into equal groups of 10. 

How many groups are there?

6a. Put the pears into equal groups of 3. 

Use the groups to complete this 

calculation:

6b. Put the limes into equal groups of 4.

Use the groups to complete this 

calculation:

7a. Use the bead string to help fill in the 

calculation.  

7b. Use the bead string to help fill in the 

calculation.  

8a. Mrs Gul buys 25 apples. Each group 

needs 5 apples. 

How many groups can have apples? 

8b. Mr Moss buys 24 oranges. Each group 

needs 3 oranges. 

How many groups can have oranges? 

E

E

E

E

VF VF

VF VF

VF VF

E

E

E

E
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Make Equal Groups – Grouping Make Equal Groups – Grouping

4a. Which of these numbers can be put 

into 5 equal groups?

What do they have in common? 

4b. Which of these numbers can be put 

into 6 equal groups?

What do they have in common?

5a. These 30 jewels need to be sorted into 

equal groups.

Apart from 30 groups of 1, what is the 

largest possible number of groups?

Apart from 1 group of 30, what is the 

smallest possible number of groups?

5b. These 25 jewels need to be sorted into 

equal groups.

Apart from 25 groups of 1, what is the 

largest possible number of groups?

Apart from 1 group of 25, what is the 

smallest possible number of groups?

6a. Mikal and Kia have 24 counters.

Who is correct? Explain why. 

6b. Ella and Wes have 36 counters.

Who is correct? Explain why. 

PS PS

PS PS

R R

E E

E E

E E
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15 20 21

24 in equal groups of 6 makes 

4 groups.

Mikal

Kia

24 in equal groups of 6 makes 

5 groups.

36 in equal groups of 4 makes 

9 groups.

Ella

Wes

36 in equal groups of 6 makes 

7 groups.

18 23 30



Taking Positive Action
Cut out the cards and give one set to each small group. Each group then 

needs to match the thought, feeling or behaviour to the action that would 

support positive mental health. 

Sasha is feeling very grumpy 

because she had a late night.

Go to bed on time.

Adnan is worried about having 

no one to play with.

Talk to someone you trust about 

how you are feeling.

Simon has had a very busy, 

noisy day and is feeling stressed.

Do something calm and quiet.

This resource is fully in line with the Learning Outcomes and Core Themes outlined in the PSHE Association Programme of Study.
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Taking Positive Action

Rochelle is feeling cross. She 

has been watching TV all day.

Play outside with people who 

make you smile.

Junaid feels really sad inside. Ask someone you trust for help.

Beatrice wishes she was more 

like her friends.

Remember you are special just 

the way you are.

This resource is fully in line with the Learning Outcomes and Core Themes outlined in the PSHE Association Programme of Study.
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Looking after Yourself
There are lots of different things we need to do to look after ourselves. How do you look after yourself?  
Draw a picture in the box to show a way of looking after yourself. 
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Looking after Yourself
There are lots of different things we need to do to look after ourselves. How do you look after yourself? Can you 
draw a picture in each box to match the sentence?

To look after yourself, you need 
to talk to others about how you 
are feeling.

To look after yourself, you 
need to look after your 
personal hygiene.

To look after yourself, you need 
to eat a balanced diet.

To look after yourself, you need 
to think about what you wear.

To look after yourself, you need 
to do some exercise.

To look after yourself, you need 
to rest and sleep.
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Find and Measure! 

Instructions 

Have a look at the list of objects. Estimate the length of the objects in centimetres. Then find the object and measure it using a 

ruler, metre stick or tape measure. Add some of your own objects to measure at the bottom of the table. 

 

Object Estimate (cm) Measurement (cm) 

Leaf 
  

Pencil 
  

Stone 
  

Paper 
  

Twig 
  

Fork 
  

Grass 
  

   

   

   

 
 

 
Questions 
Answer the following questions about your measurements. 

 

 

1. What is the shortest object you measured? 

 
 

 

2. What is the longest object you measured? 
 
 

 

3. What is the difference in length between the longest and shortest objects you measured? 

 
 
 

 

4. Which object had your most accurate estimation? 
 

 
 

 
 



 





 



Sing ‘heads, 
shoulders, knees 

and toes’ or another 
action song.

Make a fruit kebab 
by putting an 

assortment of fruit 
on a stick. 

Enjoy a hug while 
an adult watches 
your favourite TV 

programme with you.

Introduce some music 
time into your day. 

Stream a new or old 
song you love. 

Challenge yourself 
to have a whole 

weekend day 
without any 
electronics.

Ask an adult to run you a 

bubble bath, bring all the 

water-safe toys you have, play 

with these together and have 

fun with the bubbles.

Make a dreaming 

den with a blanket, 

a pillow and a teddy 

and have a nap. 

Lie down on the floor 

with an adult, close 

your eyes and let the 

adult describe a happy 

time that you have 

shared together. 

Tell an adult: 
5 things you can see

4 things you can touch/feel
3 things you can hear
2 things you can taste 

 1 thing that you can smell.

Pretend to blow out the 
candles on your birthday 
cake 5 times and breathe 

fresh air in and out.

Use your recycling 
waste to create 
something new 

for 2021. 

Share a goodnight 

cuddle while an adult 

reads you a story in 

your bed. 

Wellbeing Kit
Be active

Mindful time

Pamper yourself

Sleep well

Feel calm

Spend time outside

Positive touch

Enjoy special time Enjoy routine

Be creative

Digital detox

Eat well

Wellbeing activities for children up to 7 years old.

Please note, underlined text are 
hyperlinks to websites. 
Thrive® is not responsible for the content 
on these websites.
Please check the specific Covid-19 
guidance for your area and only use this 
activity if it is safe to do so.
© Fronting the Challenge Projects Ltd 
2021. All Rights Reserved.


